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How can we answer the many questions young children have about death?Doris Stickney and her

minister husband were looking for a meaningful way to explain to neighborhood children the death

of a five-year-old friend -- an explanation that would satisfy not only the children but adult minds as

well. While they were preparing for the child's memorial service, the fable of the water bug that

changed into a dragonfly came to mind."Water Bugs and Dragonflies" tells the story of a small

colony of water bugs living happily below the surface of a quiet pond. Every so often one of them

climbs up a lily stalk and disappears from sight, never to return. Those left behind are faced with the

mystery of figuring out what has become of them.Revealing the "miracle that makes shiny

dragonflies out of ugly bugs", this graceful story reminds us that God has given us the means of

transforming our metaphorical selves into dragonflies capable of winging off contentedly into a new

world. Recognizing that "the old answers will not satisfy today's children", Stickney presents instead

a simple, wise tale that illuminates a difficult reality without pretending to contain all the

answers.This bona fide bestseller -- more than 150,000 copies have been printed -- is presented

here in a deluxe gift edition, including newly rendered full-color illustrations. Set in large type so that

young readers can enjoy it themselves, Water Bugs also includes accompanying information that

offers the author's own insights for explaining how adults can effectively assist children in coping

with death.
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With I first bought this book, - I thought to myself "The Jehovah's 'Watchtower' is bigger than this!"

Doubtful this teeny tiny thing would be of benefit at all.... So many of the books I have bought on this

delicate and heartwrenching subject are far too scientific, cold, and frank in their language -- too few

support a Religious child's upbringing; to BELIEVE that death is not the END, their love LIVES ON,

and WILL be with them again.... And finding so many lacking a message of faith only discouraged

me further to hold onto my own. And all these others were bigger, fancier, far more artwork, many

more pages - - But "Great things come in small packages"...BELIEVE IT!I read it aloud just after I

purchased it to a friend as we stood waiting for coffee - and found very quickly I had an audience -

the patrons in line and the employees behind the counter were listening to me read, to my

embarrassment - BUT..it seemed to reach down into each of us, and touch us all in some way or

another. The kind employee confided in me when he handed me my coffee that he had lost his

girlfriend to Leukemia 5 years ago,-how she suffered, - how HE STILL suffered... And he THANKED

me for reading that outloud - ...and then, recognized me as the girl ALWAYS in the store, ALWAYS

with tears streaming down my face, for hours, until closing - drinking coffee and kneeling on my

knees in the aisles, SEARCHING every bible, every Religious text, books by every psychic and

every therapist --Searching for SOMETHING, and he looked in my eyes and said he always knew

what it was.....
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